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Abstract
We effectively sew two vertices with ghosts in order to obtain a third, composite vertex in the most
general case of cycling transformations. In order to do this, we separate the vertices into two parts: a
bosonic oscillator part and a ghost oscillator part and write them as canonical forms.
PACS number: 11.25
1 Introduction
Sewing of vertices in order to build larger ones is a technique that has been used since the early days of String
Theory. In [1], it has been shown how to use the Group Theoretic approach to String Theory [2] in order
to perform the sewing of two string vertices taking into account their ghost structure. Here we shall perform
the sewing of two vertices with ghosts using another procedure, writing the two original vertices in terms of
canonical forms (see the appendix) and then performing the sewing explicitly. This method has been used in
[3] and [4] in order to build multiloop string amplitudes for the bosonic string. This is done in order to check
the result obtained in [1] and also to present an example of the use of canonical forms in the sewing of vertices.
The sewing procedure consists on taking two distinct vertices U1 and U
†
2 , the first with N1 strings and the
second with N2 strings, and choosing one string from each vertex to be sewn together. We shall be choosing
leg E from vertex U1 and leg F from vertex U2. The sewn legs give rise to what we call propagator P. This
procedure is well explained in [5] and [1].
In order to perform the sewing, we shall divide the so called physical vertex [6] of an open bosonic string

































































n are ghost oscillators. The matrices Dnm(γ) and Enm(γ) depend












































These matrices have the following multiplication properties:
∞∑
p=1
Dnp(γ1)Dpm(γ2) +Dn0(γ1)δ0m + δ0nD0m(γ2) = Dnm(γ1γ2) ; (6)
1∑
t=−1
Ert(γ1)Ets(γ2) = Ers(γ1γ2) , r, s, t = −1, 0, 1 ; (7)
Ern(γ) = 0 , r = −1, 0, 1 , n ≥ 2 , (8)
∞∑
p=−1






Enr(γ1)Ers(γ2)δsm , n,m ≥ 2 . (10)
The last term of equation (1) is the product of N − 3 ghost oscillators bin (N legs minus arbitrary legs a, b and































 , p ≥ 1 , (14)
where Ljn are the generators of the bosonic and ghost parts of the conformal algebra.
2 Bosonic oscillator part








































































































































































 |0〉F , (23)








































































The oscillator part of the propagator is purely a conformal transformation [5]:
Posc = V −1E VFΓ . (27)




















 : , (28)





























































Using now the multiplication rule for two canonical forms (as in the Appendix), we obtain






























































































































Because of the vacuum E〈0|, the first two exponentials do not give any contribution, and so we end up with


















Now we make use of property (6) of the Dnm(γ) matrices in order to simplify the expressions for the




















































































0 = 0 , (42)






































So, the effect of multiplying V osc1 by Posc is just to change the cycling transformations in vertex V osc1 in the
following way:
VE −→ VFΓ . (45)
Now we multiply V osc1 Posc by V osc†2 , obtaining the composite vertex
V ghc = V
osc
























































































































































































































Because of the two vacua E〈0| and |0〉F , the terms Anµ and Bµn will not give any contribution and we will



























which is the right expression for the composite vertex V oscc .
2.1 Ghost part
















































Making use of the integral of some anticommuting variables βr (r = −1, 0, 1) and ηi (i = 1, . . . , N ; i 6= a, b, c),
























































































































































































































































0E VE) , (58)













Similarly, the physical ghost vertex Ugh†2 ≡ CFU0gh†2 can be obtained by making the transformations
bin → bi−n , cin → −ci−n (60)




































































































bF−mMieiFn Enm(V −10F VF )

 |0〉F (61)
where some terms obtained by following the procedure described above have been annihilated by the Hermitian
conjugate vacuum |0〉F .
































































































The ghost part of the propagator is given by
P = V −1E VFΓ . (66)
8
Being a conformal transformation, can be written in terms of the following canonical form [4]:




























































































































































and some of the terms have been annihilated by the vacuum E〈0|. In the expressions above, we have used
multiplication properties (7-10) of matrices Enm(γ).




































































what is zero due to the overlap identities of Ugh1 Pgh.






































































































So the effect of inserting the propagator into U1G is to make the following change:
VE → VEP = VFΓ (82)
what was expected considering the bosonic oscillator case.
Now we multiply Ugh1 Pgh by Ugh†2 in order to obtain the composite vertex Ughc . The only remaining term



















































































































































where we have set some terms to zero using property (8) and the overlap identities for vertices Ugh1 and U
gh†
2 .





























































































This expression for the composite vertex matches exactly the one obtained using the overlap identities [1].
3 Conclusions
Using explicit sewing techniques, we have sewn two vertices together in order to become a composite vertex.
The calculations have been done with the correct ghost numbers for each vertex and the result has both BRST
invariance and the correct ghost counting. It verifies the results obtained using overlap identities and the Group
Theoretic method for String Theory.
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A Coherent states and canonical forms
In this appendix we present the concepts of coherent states and canonical forms for bosonic and ghost oscillators
[3] [4].
A.1 Coherent states
Given operators an with commutation relations
[an, a
†
m] = nδnm , (86)
a coherent state |f〉 is defined by4
|f〉 = efa† |0〉 . (87)
Some of the properties of coherent states are:
1) a|f〉 = f |f〉 so that ega|f〉 = egf |f〉 ;
2) ega
†
= |f + g〉 ;
4We will not be writing the index n of an until it becomes necessary.
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3) 〈f |g〉 = ef†g ;
4) xna
†a|f〉 = |xnf〉 ;




2 |f〉〈f | ;
6) Defining the tensor product of coherent states as













 : |f1, f2, . . . , fn, . . .〉 = | ∞∑
n=1
C1mfm, C2mfm, . . . , Cnmfm, . . .〉 . (89)
Symbolically, we can write this property as
: ea
†(C−1)a : |f〉 = |Cf〉 . (90)
Application: since xa




when applied to coherent states.
A.2 Canonical forms
There will be two definitions here for canonical forms. In terms of bosonic oscillators [3] αn, [αn, αm] = δn,−m,






















where φ, An and Bn do not depend on αn or α−n. The product of two canonical forms O1 and O2 is again a





























In terms of the ghost oscillators [4], a canonical form C can be defined as any operator that can be written as
















































Again, the product of two canonical forms C1 and C2 will be a canonical form C with coefficients


































































































where AT means the transpose matrix of A.
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